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ISRA VISION AG: Delivery agreement in the double-digit-million euro range from 
premium automobile manufacturer 
 
ISRA develops additional revenue potentials with 3D Machine 
Vision   
 
ISRA VISION AG (ISIN: DE 0005488100), one of the world's leading companies of industrial 
image processing (Machine Vision), global market leader for surface inspection systems, and 
one of the leading 3D machine vision providers, has finalized a long-term framework 
agreement in the double-digit-million euro range with a leading premium automobile 
manufacturer from Southern Germany. The agreement is trend-setting for the strategic 
positioning of ISRA in 3D measurement engineering for the quality control in car-body 
manufacturing in the automotive industry.  
 
In order to assert oneself in the increasingly competitive international market, the automotive 
industry is forced to continue lowering the manufacturing costs. This will lead to an even 
stronger automation of the production processes in the future. As part of ever-increasing 
automation, quality assurance and an exact measurement of positions for handling 
components is, however, extremely important. With several thousand intelligent image 
processing systems in use at leading automobile manufacturers, ISRA VISION AG has already 
proven that it can offer its customers increased productivity, higher efficiency and consistently 
quality assurance.  
 
“This delivery agreement serves ISRA as the basis for its further market development in 3D 
Machine Vision measurement engineering. It is an extremely important reference for follow-up 
orders. We recognized at an early stage the demand for 3D Machine Vision applications as a 
growth market and we see ourselves justified in our strategy. The products from ISRA serve all 
steps of production and provide customers a fast return on their investment“, according to 
Hans-Jürgen Christ, Director of Sales of ISRA VISION AG. 
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Company profile: 
 
ISRA Vision AG, together with its subsidiaries, is the world market leader for surface inspection systems. 
Furthermore, it is one of the globally leading providers of machine vision programs, specialising in the area of 3D 
machine vision, in particular for “3D robot vision”. 
 
The core competence of the company is ISRA-BrainWARE®, an innovative software for intelligent machine vision 
systems. Here, the scientific know-how from the fields of optics, lighting technology, surveying technology, 
physics, image processing and classification algorithms and a complex system design are combined. Machine 
vision is a key technology for visualising systems that imitate the human eye. Today’s ISRA applications focus 
primarily on the automation of production and quality assurance of goods and products supplied to large, future-
oriented markets such as energy, healthcare, food, mobility and information. The customers mainly include 
renowned global players from the respective sectors. With over 20 locations worldwide, ISRA offers customer 
proximity and ensures optimum service and support.  
 
In the past twelve years, ISRA has shown profitable growth with an annual average increase in sales of 30 per 
cent. Profits have increased by approximately 35 per cent annually.   
On 30.09.2010, ISRA employed around 440 people worldwide. 
  
Further information is available at www.isravision.com. 
 
 
 
 
 
Further Information: 
 
ISRA VISION AG Phone: +49 (0) 6151 948-0  
Industriestraße 14 Fax: +49 (0) 6151 948-140 
D-64297 Darmstadt E-Mail: info@isravision.com 
 Internet: www.isravision.com 
 
Investor Relations:  investor@isravision.com     
 Sandra Braun (sbraun@isravision.com) 
 Tel.: +49 (0) 6151 948-209 
 
 Susanne Becht (sbecht@isravision.com) 
 Tel.: +49 (0) 6151 948-212 


